
Inexpensive, available bandwidth makes wireless and mobile 
learning readily available

Students access exciting, engaging learning experiences from 
anywhere at any time

Learning modules are interactive and multi-media; offer access 
to the best and brightest subject experts globally. Textbooks will 
become electronic, and updated more frequently with rapidly 
expanding knowledge

Teacher role shifts from sole source of knowledge to curator, 
coach, guide

Learning becomes more personalized and less prescribed; 
students have the ability – and expect the flexibility - to move 
through programming at their own pace

Traditional notions of school organization, such as commonly held 
assumptions of “Schedules” (length of year; class periods; grade 
levels) and “Departments” (math, English, etc.) are challenged.

Determining what knowledge and traditional school experiences are 
“essential” will increasingly be a source of debate and discussion

Teaching and assessment will shift, focusing on learners:

- applying knowledge to real world situations
- creating or problem solving 
- learning in collaborative and inter-disciplinary environments  

There will be increasing value to have a portfolio of “what you 
have done or accomplished”, not just “what you have learned”

Tuition dependent institutions face increased pressures as tuition escalation rate exceeds 
inflation and personal net income

Value proposition is questioned, especially for less established institutions

Anytime, anywhere learning alters the educational marketplace; new or expanded players 
(charter schools; for profits; home-school) featuring more tailored and passion-based 
learning programs emerge to compete with traditional public and private schools

“Traditional” schools leverage technology and signature programs (e.g. ParishSTEM;  
ParishEXTEND) to achieve brand penetration and broaden market reach via satellites, 
virtual modules, or franchises

Traditional trades and professions (medicine, law, finance) remain, but careers become more “complex, fragmented, 
specialized, collaborative and ever evolving. More often than not, our work life will be made up of a portfolio of 
micro-careers,” many of which have not been invented yet (see: Jobs of the Future)

Employers seek ‘masterful, powerful learners” not simply “learned” individuals as employees. (see: Future of Work 
Infographic)

These individuals evidence the 4 Cs (think Critcally, Communicate, Collaborate, and Create), see interconnections 
across discipline silos, and are flexible thinkers

Given workplace demands, education will feature more life-ready skill development - exposure to practical,  
applicable, and career-informing experiences

High frequency of collaborative, boundary-less work favors employees with both individual accountability but  
also the emotional intelligence to manage relationships effectively

The work world wants individuals that can co-exist and be successful in a) a structured work environment,  
yet b) be creative, innovative and entrepreneurial within that structure 

There will be a greater need for soft skills and the ability to work across cultures in a world that will continue to globalize 

Future careers will continue to impacted by:

a) everything that can be automated will be automated, and b) everything that cannot be automated will  
migrate to the lowest cost structure in the world where the work can be done well. In the U.S. this will eliminate 
many jobs and create a barbell workforce, with high end and low end careers, and very little in the middle

Institutions of higher learning face many of the same financial sustainability pressures 
confronted by independent schools

Anywhere, anytime learning also disrupts the higher education experience; at minimum, 
students will be taught differently on campus (more trans-disciplinary learning experiences 
and case studies; more real-world “apprenticeships” and career preparatory experiences; 
more collaborative, student directed learning)

In some instances, students opt out of traditional four-year “brick and mortar” experiences 
and seek flexibly designed educational programs

The changing world of work challenges institutions of higher education to shift from offer-
ing purely a classical education of the mind to the preparation for the work world

Reflecting the change from knowledge-as-commodity to application of knowledge is at a 
premium, and teaching and assessment become more learner-centered and problem-based

These trends are creating a need for linkage between various phases of life, where one 
phase needs to prepare the individual for future phases:

a)  K-12
b)  College or trade school
c)  First “Job”
d)  Career with multiple”jobs” 
e)  Lifelong learning (motivation and skills) to survive, prosper, and contribute  
     in the future world.

Phases c-e are changing faster than a&b, requiring rapid change in a&b to remain relevant.
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